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Abstract—The Ultra Flat Architecture is a new concept of
fixed-mobile convergent networks that aims to scale well with
the mobile Internet traffic explosion prognosticated for the
next 5–10 years. This paper presents a new delegation-based
UFA signaling framework using HIP, IEEE 802.21 and the
context transfer protocol. The main procedures contributed
by this signaling framework are terminal attachment, session
establishment, proactive handover preparation and handover
execution services. The paper introduces several novel Host
Identity Protocol extensions, i.e., two different HIP delegation
service types for optimized message exchange in HIP-based UFA
mobility and multihoming operations, a context transfer scheme
for HIP and IPsec associations supporting and extending the
mechanisms of the delegation-based UFA functions, and a fast
operator-centric method for HIP-level access authorization. The
proposed UFA signaling framework is compared with the existing
SIP-based UFA signaling solution. The comparison shows that

our scheme is able to support legacy Internet applications in
an operator based environment, it is stronger in security, but its
deployment requires more additional modules in the architecture.
For IMS applications, the SIP-based alternative is a better choice.

Index Terms—scalability, Ultra Flat Architecture, Host Identity
Protocol, fast access authorization method for HIP, HIP delega-
tion services, HIP context transfer, IEEE 802.21, CXTP

I. INTRODUCTION

Current trends in mobile telecommunication show rapid

growth of Internet related services and ever growing demand

for them. More and more users are willing to access the

Internet from their portable devices. Mobile subscribers prefer

flat-rate, unlimited traffic plans and want uninterrupted, ubiq-

uitous access to their everyday Internet applications anytime

and anywhere. To satisfy the demands, operators are going

to use heterogeneous access technologies: WiFi, WiMAX,

GERAN, UTRAN, HSPA, LTE, LTE-A will coexist very

soon in most European countries. This heterogeneity must

be transparent as users would like to witness seamless, QoS-

aware and secure maintenance of their ongoing sessions and

active states during locator (e.g., IP address) changes due

to any kind of horizontal or vertical handover situation. As

a result, the main challenges for mobile networks and their

operators in the forthcoming years will be 1) to offer high

bitrate data services for the continuously growing mass of

fixed-mobile convergence customers, 2) to provide seamless

transition between heterogeneous access technologies and 3)

to support advanced mobility and multihoming scenarios like

network mobility, session mobility, simultaneous multiaccess

or per-application mobility.

It is highly expected that due to their centralized (anchor-

based) design, mobile architectures currently being under

deployment or standardization would not scale particularly

well to efficiently handle all the above challenges. It is

also anticipated that mobility management tasks of advanced

scenarios cannot be tackled effectively if IP address will

continue to remain both locator (for packet routing) and

identifier (for referring to a host or session): the semantically

overloaded nature of the Internet Protocol must be obviated

by identifier/locator (ID/Loc) separation [1].

Motivated by the above reasoning, a novel mobile archi-

tecture should be created focusing on two main goals. On

one hand bottlenecks from packet communication must be

removed by eliminating user-plane anchors from the network

and bringing IP routing close to the mobile terminals in

means of physical location in the architecture. On the other

hand service establishment, security and mobility procedures

must be optimized by distributing them from centralized

nodes and by introducing ID/Loc separation. Decentralized,

robust, self-configuring and self-optimizing network structures

are envisioned with reduced operation expenditure (OPEX),

improved system capacity and energy efficiency. However the

above mentioned reconstruction and optimization of current

architectures seems to be inevitable, it cannot be implemented

without strict attention to the compatibility with legacy ap-

plications and services, introducing a wide variety of new

performance and functional constraints.

The basics of such a redesigned mobile architecture were

firstly defined by Khadija Daoud et al. in [2], [3] and [4].

Their scheme is called Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA) since

the number of network nodes is reduced to only one serving

node called the UFA Gateway (UFA GW) and traditional user

and control plane functions are distributed in such UFA GWs

deployed at the edge of the architecture, close to the sub-

scribers. The main characteristics of this proposal is that the

execution of handovers is managed by the network via the

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) operating withing the frame

of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). This SIP-based UFA

session establishment and mobility management integrates

QoS and allows network-control for optimization of resource

consumption.

Even though SIP is a very powerful signaling solution for



UFA, it is not applicable for non-SIP (i.e., legacy Internet)

applications and the published SIP-based UFA scheme also

does not comply with ITU-T’s recommendation of require-

ments for ID/Loc separation in future networks that allows

the network layer to change locators or even protocols without

troubling upper layer communication sessions [1]. Therefore,

in this paper we present an alternative signaling scheme for

the Ultra Flat Architecture based on the promising ID/Loc

separation method called Host Identity Protocol (HIP). Our

contribution in this paper lies in the design of a novel,

HIP-based UFA signaling framework for managing network

attachment, session establishment and mobility execution, and

a possible way for integrating UFA with the IEEE 802.21

standard [5] for media independent handover initiation and

preparation. We propose a two delegation service types for

HIP, to reduce the number of HIP Base Exchanges (BEX)

between the MN and the network and within the network.

We provide a possible fast authentication method for HIP in

operator-based environment by defining a new root key usage

type, i.e., the HIP peer authorization root key. Our proposal

is based on the assumption that an EAP-based L2 access

authorization method providing Extended Master Session Key

(EMSK) is performed in the UFA.

To introduce our proposal we first present the background of

the work in Section II. This is followed by the fundamentals

of the HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture in Section III. As

our design is based on a fast access authorization method for

HIP layer, two novel HIP delegation service types, and on a

CTXP based context transfer solution, we also introduce these

in Section III. Section IV presents the main procedures of HIP-

based UFA together with the integrated 802.21 mechanisms

while Section V is devoted to compare our signaling scheme

with the previously published SIP-based scheme. In Section VI

we discuss some open issues of our proposal, conclude the

paper and present future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. ID/Loc Separation

The inseparable bond between the locator and identifier

functions of IP address (i.e., its dualistic behavior) makes it

inconvenient or even impossible to design efficient and scal-

able mobility, multihoming, traffic engineering, routing and

security solutions. Supporting heterogeneous network layer

protocols or different locator families is also limited because

of the same reason. The general concept of ID/Loc separation

aims to eliminate the above problems and limitations by split-

ting the two roles of IP addresses and such allowing network

layer to change locators without interfering with upper layer

procedures. The concept gains more and more popularity:

several different approaches exist for ID/Loc separation (e.g.,

LISP, SHIM6, FARA or HIP [6]) and it also has recently

been introduced in the standardization activities of ITU-T for

integration in future network architectures [1]. The common

in all the above standards and recommendations is the use

of distinct namespaces for both identifiers and locators with

a dynamic mapping mechanism between them, making the

duplicate role of IP addresses disappear. Some protocols (e.g.,

[6]) go even further and introduce special, cryptographically

generated identifiers providing self-certification, hence easy

authentication of identities even from frequently changing

locations. Efficient AAA mechanisms can be designed based

on this peculiar characteristic. Some solutions (e.g., [7]) also

address scalability issues by eliminating anchor points needed

for dynamic mapping, and introduce a new logical protocol

layer as a distributed overlay for translating locators to iden-

tifiers.

B. A promising ID/Loc separation technique: HIP

In our proposed UFA signaling scheme we apply the Host

Identity Protocol (HIP) that is an instance protocol providing a

logical overlay for ID/Loc separation with cryptographic IDs

(i.e., Host Identifiers - HIs) generated from a new, statisti-

cally globally unique namespace called Host Identity. In this

namespace a Host Identifier is the public key of an asymmetric

key-pair which is thus self-certifying, making possible the

integration of strong security features such as authentication,

confidentiality, integrity and protection against certain kind

of Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)

attacks. However, variable-length HIs are rarely used in HIP

protocol packets, instead a 128 bit long hashed representation

called the Host Identity Tag (HIT) is applied.

Several extensions have been defined to the base HIP proto-

col [6], e.g. advanced mobility and multihoming support, ser-

vice registration [8], Rendezvous Server (RVS) extension [9],

source address validation for authentication and access control,

configuration provision [10] for merging HIP with DHCP,

and relay mechanisms for NAT traversal. Together with other

proposals for DHT-based distributed name services [11], [12]

and overlay routing mechanisms [7], [13] HIP also enables

tackling scalability issues of current architectures by reducing

anchors.

C. IP Security

In HIP-based UFA framework, IPsec ESP in tunnel mode

provides secure L3 transport for media and non-HIP signaling

traffic. The inner addresses contain the identifiers of the traffic

flow end-points, i.e., their HITs, while the outer addresses

are locators of the IPsec tunnels that are on the path of the

inner packet. We propose that in the UFA architecture traffic

is transported through tunnel mode IPsec SAs. Tunnel mode

IPsec SAs are established with HIP controls between the MNs

and their UFA GWs, between the communicating UFA GWs,

and the CNs and their UFA GWs. Note that during the design

of HIP-based signaling scheme for UFA, the Bound End-to-

End Tunnel (BEET) [14] and Stripped End-to-End Tunnel

(SEET) [15] modes were considered, but finally not applied.

BEET mode supports ID/locator split frameworks, but not

aimed for use cases where the locator (i.e., logically the outer

address of an IPsec tunnel) and the identifier (i.e., logically the

inner address) of the traffic flow belong to different network

entities. SEET mode is a BEET (or other) mode IPsec ESP,

but it is special for not covering the SPI value in the ESP



header with integrity protection. It is used in middleboxes

(MBs) applying SPI translations on end-to-end IPsec ESP

traffic flows. SEET mode could be used if end-to-end IPsec

SAs were established between the MNs and CNs. In that case

UFA GWs should be considered as transparent MBs.

D. Context Transfer

Context transfers may facilitate fast handoffs, and reduce

computational and network overhead. During the design of

proactive handovers in HIP-based UFA, the trade-off was

considered between state re-establishment and state transfer,

and Context Transfer Protocol (CXTP) [16] has been chosen

for the transfer of the states of certain HIP and IPsec associa-

tions between previous (pAR) and next access routers (nAR)

during the handover execution procedure. In general, backward

secrecy of keys in the contexts can be provided by one-way

key derivations, forward secrecy should be optional using

rekeying. The security of the CXTP messages is provided

by IPsec. For seamless context transfer, we must tackle the

collision due to occupied states on nAR (e.g., SPI collision),

and the desynchronization of running states between the local

and remote peers of the transfered association. Sequence

and acknowledgment values for anti-replay protection and

retransmissions might cause such issues, that could be handled

by the adjustment of anti-replay window size. The transfer of

IPsec and IKE contexts have been analyzed in [17]. Note that it

is inevitable to apply delegation of HIP BEX rights from nAR

to pAR, introduced in Section II-E and III-B2 because pAR

must establish HIP association for nAR and the HIP peers, and

pAR can only use its own private key for signatures. In our

scheme, pAR and nAR are the source and target UFA GWs

(S UFA GW and T UFA GW), respectively.

E. Delegation of Rights

The delegation of signaling rights is motivated by the opti-

mization of resource utilization between the delegator and the

delegate. Delegates are temporarily authorized by the delegator

to proceed in certain tasks, such as periodic location updates,

rekeyings. The delegator may issue a public-key authorization

certificate [18] to the delegate to proceed in his name at

the peers. HMAC key could also be issued to a delegate

in order to generate HMACs admitted by the peer, as de-

scribed in [19]. Before right delegation it is important that the

delegator establishes trust relationship with the delegate, i.e.,

the identity of the delegate must be authenticated. Delegation

chains require implicit trust chains. In our signaling scheme,

we apply public key authorization certificates containing the

following information [18]:

{K+

delegator,K
+

delegate, roles, restrictions}K−

delegator

(1)

F. Authorization and Accounting

Authorization, logging, and accounting of the usage of

network resources is a basic requirement of operators. It raises

the need for binding traffic flows to identities in MBs. If

locators are used as identifiers, the identity theft becomes

very easy, and binding flows to identities is hard. E.g., from

security perspective, a NAT or NATP device [15] resembles

a MiTM attacker, because translation between locators infers

the replacement of the identifiers. It is required thus that MBs

can cryptographically bind flows to identities. Several binding

techniques exist for both transparent and non-transparent MBs,

such as the verification of public-key signatures in control

messages [15], [20], requiring signed responses to challenges

added by the MBs to the flows [21], or hash-chain based

methods [15], [20].

Non-transparent MBs are MBs that require registration

and security association establishment from the peers. An

alternative for both MB types is the verification of public-key

signatures. Since identities and their public-key certificates are

present in security control messages, data packets containing

asymmetric signatures can be bound to identities [15], [20].

For Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) the iden-

tity is self-certifying, there is no need for certificate. Another

binding technique for symmetric duplex communications is

that MBs add challenges to the packets, and expect signed

responses from the peers [21]. A method adequate for media

flows is the hash-chain based binding [15], [20], but hash-

chains are still vulnerable to the reuse of elements by on-

the-path attackers, however duplications will be detected in

the MB. Another important security requirement of operators

is the protection of MBs from resource exhaustion attacks.

Transparent MBs can add puzzle challenges to packets [20],

[21], however this charges the peers. Non-transparent MBs are

protected by built-in puzzle mechanisms during the registra-

tion process, and may use message origin authentication for

binding IPsec traffic to the registered peer.

In our signaling scheme UFA GWs behave as traffic relays

or non transparent MBs that map traffic from one IPsec tunnel

to another IPsec tunnel based on the inner headers that contain

the HITs. The inner header causes overhead on the one hand,

but easily solves traffic flow binding problems.

G. 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) protocol

The IEEE 802.21 [5] protocol specifies a unified framework

for proactive handover control in heterogeneous architectures

(i.e., 802.3, 802.11, 802.16, 3G networks). It supports event

and command service (ES, CS) mainly used for local and

remote link-layer event monitoring, and information service

(IS) collecting static information on access networks. The

previous services enable network and MN-controlled handover

decisions, i.e., target L2 Point of Access (PoA) selection.

The standard defines procedures for PoA resource availability

checks, resource reservation, and release. The handover execu-

tion protocols and decision algorithms are outside the scope of

the standard. Point of Services (PoS) are network elements that

communicate directly with the MN, and can assist in handover

decision.

For our signaling scheme, UFA GWs are PoS, but often

non-PoA entities (i.e., no Layer 2 link is available between

the MN and the non-PoA UFA GW).



III. FUNDAMENTALS OF HIP-BASED ULTRA FLAT

ARCHITECTURE

A. General architecture of HIP-based UFA

Our proposal for a HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture is

depicted in Fig. 1. The architecture comprises 1) several access

networks (both wired and wireless), 2) an IP/MPLS transit

network, 3) an IEEE 802.21 MIH management subsystem

and 4) a HIP-based control network. To address issues drawn

in Section I, centralized IP anchors between Point of Ac-

cess (PoA) nodes and correspondent nodes are removed, and

network functions are placed at the edge of the transit and

access networks (close to the Point of Access (PoA) nodes) in

the Ultra Flat Architecture Gateways (UFA GWs). UFA GWs

control the procedures described in Section IV.

Heterogeneous access networks provide the air interface for

MNs making them able to connect to the core infrastructure

(and to the Internet) anytime, anywhere. Besides to support

IEEE 802.21 mechanisms there are no other restrictions re-

garding the access technologies to be used in this framework:

any kind of access system can be applied in any kind of

heterogeneous setup.

The IP/MPLS transit network is the operator’s backbone

including routers and core network elements (for service and

configuration provision, 802.21 services etc.), and natively

connecting UFA to the global backbone (i.e., to the Internet).

Locators used in the transit network are global locators

while locators in the access networks are local locators.

UFA GWs are 1) performing fast HIP-level access authoriza-

tion (see III-B1), and 2) actively interacting with hosts through

delegation-based HIP and IPsec association management and

context transfer (see III-B2) for optimized message exchange

in HIP-based UFA mobility and multihoming operations. Our

proposed framework transports end-to-end flows between MNs

and CNs in a hop-by-hop manner. The middle-hops are the

UFA GWs, i.e., the delegates of the end peers. Hence task 4)

of the UFA GWs is performing the actual mapping/routing

between outer header IPsec tunnels based on inner header

identifiers. We propose the use of HITs in inner IP headers

for the identification of flows, with the same purpose as

the Control Plane Header (CPH) in [15]. Without delegation,

maintaining end-to-end security associations (SAs) between

every communicating peers would be required, as in the

SPINAT-based frameworks [15]. Note, that there is a trade-off

between the delegation-based and SPINAT-based alternatives,

i.e., the first alternative introduces an extra-header in every

packet, but reduces signaling at the MNs, the second re-

quires SPINAT-based middleboxes, i.e., UFA GWs, and MN-

initiated signaling for the maintenance of a high number of

HIP and IPsec associations.

The IEEE 802.21 MIH management subsystem handles

handover preparation issues and relating signaling tasks in

order to initiate proactive HIP handover procedures in the

UFA and to support network and mobile controlled handover

decision. UFA GWs are PoS, but often non-PoA entities.

According to the standard, UFA GWs must communicate over

Wi-Fi AP
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S_L2_PoA)

LTE eNB
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 Access Networks
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Fig. 1. HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture.

Reference Point 5 (RP5) with PoAs and over RP3 with MNs.

In our signaling scheme, network initiated 802.21 handover

preparation procedures are triggered by the serving UFA GWs

(refer to Appendix C.2 in [5]). RP3 and RP5 messages are sent

over L3 [22], and protected by HIP and IPsec.

The control network in the upper part of Fig. 1 contains

a HIP-compatible Domain Name System [23] for resolving

domain names to host identities and/or locators depending

on the actual situation. In addition there is the HIP Control

Plane which stores and distributes dynamic and presumably

frequently changing binding information between host identi-

ties and locators of all actively communicating (mobile) hosts

in UFA. This control plane might be a conventional RVS [9]

park or a complete distributed HIP signaling architecture

like Hi3 [7]. The records managed here are provided by

the UFA GWs using their own global locators as location

information to be bounded with identities of their actively

interacting partners.

B. Proposed HIP extensions

1) Fast access authorization on HIP-level: In UFA one de-

sign issue is to avoid duplicate authentication procedures with

remote AAA servers on L2 and HIP level. In operator-based

environments, the network access authentication on L2 in-

volves the AAA server (and HSS) in the core network. We sup-

pose that L2 access authorization builds upon an EAP authen-

tication method, such as the EAP-AKA or EAP-SIM [24]. We

also suppose that EAP Re-authentication Protocol (ERP) [25]

is deployed using local or home EAP re-authentication (ER)

servers to provide fast L2 re-authentications when the MN

moves to a new EAP authenticator. Note, that in our refer-

ence scenario, L2 PoAs contain the EAP authenticator, the

home AAA server includes the EAP server and the EAP re-

authentication server. The UFA GW may include the local ER

server. Fig. 2 illustrates the access authorization concept for

the UFA. It illustrates the prerequisites and the functioning

of our proposed HIP-level access authorization. Our proposal

requires the introduction of new HIP notification parameters,

and two EAP message types, as shown in the final message

exchange between the MN and the local ER server. Moreover,
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we define a new key hierarchy to generate cryptographically

separate keys from the session keys provided by ERP and

EAP L2 authentications. The Extended Master Session Key

(EMSK) is created after a successful EAP authentication,

assuming that it is supported by the chosen L2 EAP au-

thentication method. The EMSK can be used to create usage

specific root keys (RK) for any purpose. We propose to create

a new usage specific root key for HIP-level peer authorization,

according to [26]. A HIP peer authorization root key (hRK)

is derived from the EMSK or from the Domain Specific Root

Key (DSRK) in home and local ER servers, respectively. The

DSRK is derived by the home ER server based on the local ER

domain name and the EMSK [26]. DSRK is transfered from

the home server to the local ER server in the EAP-Success

message. AAA protocols, such as Radius or DIAMETER,

support EAP transport between the authenticator and the local

and home ER servers. Between the MN and the authenticator

the EAP transport is L2-specific.

From the HIP root key (hRK), a HIP integrity key (hIK)

is derived. This is used to mutually authenticate, i.e., prove

the possession of hRK, between the MN and the local ER

server during HIP BEX. The MN’s access authorization can be

checked by the local ER server because it knows the expected

HITMN from the home server’s EAP-Success message, and

the MN proves to know hIK. The local ER’s authenticity is

proved to the MN by using the correct hIK. The MN checks

the freshness of the reply using a sequence number that is

known only by the MN and the local ER server. The UFA GW

is authorized by the MN, because it proves to be in trust

relationship with the local ER server. HIP provides integrity,

message-origin authentication, and freshness for I2 and R2

messages.

Note that further master session keys (hMSKs) could be

derived from hRK. This could replace the Diffie-Hellman

key exchange during HIP BEX, because the MSKs could be

used to calculate transient session keys for the HIP and IPsec

associations between the MN and the UFA GW.

If there is no local ER server, the home ER server can also

be reached by the UFA GW. Local ER servers derive domain

specific HIP peer authorization root keys (DS-hRK) from

DSRK, while home ER servers derive HIP peer authorization

root keys (hRK) from the EMSK.

2) HIP-based delegation services: Two novel HIP-based

delegation service types –the bedrocks of our HIP-based UFA

signaling scheme– are presented in this section. On one hand

they will help us to reduce the number of DH key exchanges

and puzzle solutions in user equipments by decreasing number

of HIP BEXs between communicating end terminals. On

the other hand delegate UFA GWs remove overhead from

wireless links by shifting significant part of signaling overhead

of MNs from the air interface to the wired UFA segment. Both

of the defined HIP delegation service types require prelim-

inary registration procedure called Delegation Establishment

as depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3. An existing HIP and

IPsec association (i.e. completed BEX) is presumed between

the Delegator and the Delegate or must be created upon

the Delegation Establishment. Also both services rely on the

messages and parameters drafted in Tab. I.

In case of Type 1 Delegation (Fig. 3) states are established

through the Delegate but maintained directly by the Delegator

after context transfer. Here, the Delegator asks the Delegate

to establish HIP and IPsec states between Delegator and

specified nodes (CNs), and then transfer established states

from Delegate to Delegator. The existing IPsec and HIP

associations between the Delegate and the CN must not be

deleted or moved: it provides a base for creating the new

IPsec and HIP associations between the Delegator and the

CN. It is important that SPI collision is to be avoided at the

Delegator and the CNs, not at the Delegate (that is why the

Delegator sends its favorable SPI range). The created states

are transferred to the Delegator using CTXP messages [16]

over the presumed IPsec SAs.

In our HIP-based UFA scheme, this delegation type is

employed during handover execution when T UFA GW will

ask S UFA GW to create states between itself and the MN

and MN’s peer nodes.

In case of Type 2 Delegation (Fig. 4) the Delegator requires

the Delegate to establish HIP and IPsec states for itself at spec-

ified peer nodes and also asks the Delegate to further maintain

the created local states. During this type of delegation, SPI

collision is to be avoided at the Delegate and the CNs side

(not at the Delegator), however it is handled by basic HIP

mechanisms.

In HIP-based UFA, this delegation type is applied for HIP

and IPsec association establishment between the MN and a CN

or the MN and an RVS. Here the UFA GW is the Delegate

of the MN in order to maintain HIP and IPsec states on

behalf of its Delegator. During handover execution, location

update at CNs for MN is initiated by the T UFA GW: in

that case the T UFA GW acts as a Type 2 Delegate of the

MN and the S UFA GW. Here we capitalize the feature that

Type 2 Delegation service enables indirect authorizations, i.e.,

the use of certificate-chains. E.g., if a T UFA GW does not
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Fig. 3. Registration to Type 1/2 Delegation Service and requesting Type 1
Delegation Service.
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Fig. 4. Requesting Type 2 Delegation Service.

have the authorization certificate of MN, it may still have an

authorization from the S UFA GW, while the S UFA GW

has the MN’s authorization.

IV. MAIN PROCEDURES OF HIP-BASED UFA

The steps of the terminal attachment, session establishment,

and handover execution procedures are briefly summarized

in this part due to space limitations. Terminal attachment

procedure contains: 1) L2 attachment of the MN to the L2

PoA using an EAP based authentication providing EMSK. 2)

bootstrapping the MN, service discovery. 3) HIP BEX between

the MN and the serving UFA GW. Peer authentication is

provided by HIP BEX, but their authorization information is

mutually checked through the local (or home) ER server. As

a following step, 4) the MN registers to Type 2 Delegation

service at the UFA GW and issues an authorization certificate

to it. 5) UFA GW registers the MN to the RVS service due

to the delegation. 6) 802.21 service management requests are

sent from the UFA GW PoS to the MN, to subscribe to MN’s

link layer events.

Session establishment between the MN and a CN is basi-

cally a Type 2 Delegation service where the Delegator, the

Delegate and the CN are the MN, MN’s UFA GW and the

CN, respectively. If the CN is also an MN, then the HIP and

IPsec association is established with the UFA GW of the CN,

and CN is notified using HIP Notification in order to create

HIP association states with the MN in the CN. The UFA GW

also creates a traffic mapping table entry for the MN and the

CN in order to route their traffic into the appropriate IPsec

tunnels.

Handover execution contains the following sub-procedures:

1) 802.21 handover preparation initiated by the S UFA GW.

At the 802.21 commit phase the S UFA GW sends a Type

2 Mandated Action Request to the T UFA GW for hand-

ing off the MN and its ongoing sessions. In this request

the S UFA GW sends information on the current peers of

the MN to the T UFA GW. 2) The T UFA GW selects

the peers with which it has not established HIP and IPsec

associations. 3) The T UFA GW sends a Type 1 Delegation

Action Request to the S UFA GW to create HIP and IPsec

associations between the delegator and the selected peers,

including the MN. Note, that neighboring UFA GWs have pre-

established HIP and IPsec associations, and have registered

to other’s Type 1 delegation service. After successful state

creation the S UFA GW exchanges the HIP and IPsec states

to the T UFA GW in CTD/CTDR message sequence. 4) The

T UFA GW creates HIP associations in the name of the MN

with the peers of the MN using Type 2 Mandated Action

Requests. The T UFA GW at this time is either directly or

indirectly authorized by the MN. Direct authorization might

be obtained from the MN after Type 1 Mandated Action Re-

quest/Reply sequence between the MN and the S UFA GW,

and the context transfer (i.e., in step 3). In case of indirect

authorization the T UFA GW has a Type 2 delegation service

authorization certificate chain involving the S UFA GW. 5)

The T UFA GW creates traffic mapping in order to route data

packets between the MN and its CNs.

V. EVALUATION

Compared to the SIP-based alternative published in [2], [3]

and [4], the HIP delegation-based scheme is slightly better

regarding the service interruption time caused by hard han-

dovers. In our scheme, the service interruption time only

contains the local link activation delay of the MN. HIP and

IPsec contexts are proactively established. In the SIP-based

alternative, after the L2 attachment of the MN to the target L2

PoA, one SIP re-invite message must be sent from the MN to

the target UFA GW. Considering the one-way delay of current

access technologies, both alternatives perform below the 200

ms requirement for real-time service interruption delay.

The SIP-based alternative performs better than HIP-based

regarding signaling overhead. Both alternatives must fulfill the

same functionalities. However, HIP applies 3-way handshakes,

instead of the 2-way handshakes in the SIP-based alternative.

In 3-way handshakes the third HIP Update message is an

acknowledgment message, which is sent from the initiator to

the responder. It assures the responder about the fact that the

initiator got the second HIP update message.

HIP is better in security than SIP-based alternative due

to the 3-way handshakes and the built-in DoS resistance on

HIP level. Both alternatives provide mutual authentication

and data protection between the MN and the UFA GW.

Currently, the path between the MN and the UFA GW is



TABLE I
EXPLANATION OF HIP-BASED DELEGATION SERVICE MESSAGES.

HIP Parameter Description

Delegation Establishment Request The Delegator sends to the Delegate for itself or on behalf of another node in order to request Type 1/2
delegation service using HIP REG REQ parameter. Authorization Certificate chain of the acquiring node
must be included in HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).

Delegation Establishment Response The Delegate sends to the Delegator in order to acknowledge or reject Type 1/2 delegation
service establishment using HIP REG RESP or REG FAILED parameter.

Delegation Action Request The Delegator sends to the Delegate for itself or on behalf of another node in order to request HIP
and/or IPsec association creation or update. In case of Type 1 Delegation Service the state
information will be transfered to the Delegator. For Type 2 Delegation Service, the states
resulted by the action will be created and further maintained by the Delegate.

Delegation Action Response The Delegate sends to the Delegator in order to report the Type 1/2 delegation action results
in HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).

Mandated Action Request The Delegate sends to 3rd party node(s). For Type 1 Delegation Service HIP and/or IPsec associations
will be created by the Delegate and transfered to the Delegator. In case of Type 2 Delegation Service, new
HIP and/or IPsec states are created on behalf of the Delegator by the Delegate and/or traffic mapping rules
will be updated. HIP NOTIFICATION parameters are used to transfer the required information such as
supported IPsec SPI values of the Delegator, global locator(s) of the Delegator, list of supported HIP
and IPsec transforms, traffic mapping rules, Delegator peer list, configuration and service registration
parameters, etc.

Mandated Action Response 3rd party node(s) send to the Delegate in order to report Type 1/2 mandated action results
in HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).

Context Transfer Data (CTD) Sent by the Delegate to Delegator, and includes feature data (i.e., HIP and IPsec context data).

Context Transfer Data Reply (CTDR) Sent by Delegator to Delegate, indicating success or failure of context transfer.

considered as the most vulnerable part of the network. The

UFA architecture is intended to be applied by operators, hence

appropriate network-domain security measures are expected.

HIP-based alternative is also prepared for scenarios where the

UFA GWs are located in untrusted networks, due to the HIP

applied as network-domain security control protocol between

the UFA GWs. IPsec associations providing null encryption

may be used in the network domain within trusted operator

networks.

Basically, both alternatives use separate IDs and locators.

The SIP and HIP alternatives apply SIP URIs and HITs to

refer to identities, respectively. HIP host identifiers are self-

certifying that reduces the complexity of the authorization

procedures. HIP-based alternative can not only be used by

SIP-based applications (e.g., for IMS services), but by any

application, e.g., legacy internet applications. The deployment

complexity of the HIP-based alternative is much higher than

in case of the SIP-based alternative. While SIP requires

application level changes in the MNs, CNs, and UFA GWs,

and IMS naming services can be reused, the HIP-based scheme

requires the deployment of HIP protocol in all participating

parties, i.e., MNs, CNs, UFA GWs. HIP also requires new

naming service, e.g., HIP-capable DNS and RVS, to resolve

HITs to locators.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have introduced a new delegation-based

HIP signaling scheme for the UFA and compared to an existing

SIP-based alternative. The results show that our scheme is able

to support legacy internet applications in an operator based

environment, it is stronger in security, but its deployment

requires more additional modules in the architecture. For

IMS applications, SIP-based alternative is a better choice.

We have introduced two novel HIP delegation services for

optimization reasons between the MN and the UFA GW. We

proposed a new usage type for root keys that should be derived

from the EMSK, i.e., the HIP peer authorization root key, in

order to provide fast re-authentication on HIP level. Hence

we eliminate redundant message exchanges with the home

AAA server throughout terminal attachment and periodic re-

authentications.

Several issues remain open, or could not be written due to

space limitations. We plan to evaluate the trade-off between

SPINAT-based and delegation-based architectures; the first

requiring many end-to-end SAs and SPI collision avoidance,

the second requiring public-key certificate issuance from the

delegators and causing message overhead due to the appli-

cation of inner IP headers bearing the HITs of the peers of

the end-to-end sessions. Another plan is to evaluate the gain

of delegation and context transfer based handovers related to

complete state re-establishment. Our scheme is open to provide

per-application mobility, using Security Policy Database (SPD)

entry registrations in peers. Furthermore, session mobility

services could be based on Type 1 HIP delegation service,

if we imagine that the the previous and next terminals act as

the Delegate and the Delegator, respectively.
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